
Family Reunion 
Carolina Edition 

 
Hey Miss Amy, Can I perform? 
What’s A Pop Up Performance? 
 
So here is how it is going to work, first off, don’t think of this as a concert or even a 
show. We want it to be more like a house party, I swear if I see ya’ll posted up 
against the wall I will shame you! 
As for the performances, yes, I have specific artists that I consider family, either 
under the BuGoudi House “roof” or what I refer to as play cousins. They are going 
to perform throughout the day, but not in “full” sets.  Then there are people who 
have been in my house, who I respect and know won’t embarrass me in front of 
company. 
 
So here is a hypothetical example of what could happen in a given “set”: 
Schylerchaise – Life$tyles of… featuring Makeda 
High Im Ry – Forks & Knives featuring Makeda 
High Im Ry – Willie Dynamite featuring SchylerChaise and Frais 
Frais – 70’s Porn ( because we demand to hear the hot fire ;) ) 
Frais – Lucifrais 
And then I saw this today 
 

 
 
So then Frais might have those nice young men perform a song with him. ( I don’t 
know them, but they have both been co-signed by residents of 8910, so they are 
good. But if I don’t know you or know of you in a positive light, I can’t let you 
perform…but don’t fret, keep reading down to the Cypher and Freestyle Challenge ) 
 
Or Stranger Day may perform a song and then have Elevator Jay do a song with him 
and then Elevator Jay has Shome and Lotta and Sr do a Hornets N.E.S.S. song and 
then Shome and Lotta perform Fillmore Slim. 
 
My vision is to give everyone some light, showcase as many collaborations as 
possible. The guys in FC have features from or with most all the artists it the city. 
And Tange has her friends and Well$ has his…Pooh has NoveJ….so you see the 
trend, yes? If it’s not clear, you can email me (missamy@bugoudi.com) or hit me on 
Twitter. But regardless, if you do music, bring it with you, who knows what may 
happen. 
 
My only rules are no bogarting the stage, and I do not need to have a bunch of 
dudes who are not rappers up on stage with no purpose, if you happen to have back 
up dancers..ok…but I would much rather have the hype at the front of the stage than 
on it…I mean really, when there are more kids on stage than in front of it, it makes 
no sense. 
 
On the Freestyle Challenge: 
This is open to anyone brave enough to do it, but fair warning, I am not pulling 
punches, so don’t get in your feelings. So we will have a sign up sheet to keep track 
of everyone. I will have topic sheets, each with 3 words. You pick one and then when 
the beat drops you have to spit a verse using all three words, stay on beat and don’t 
stumble. If you mess up, I will calmly take the mic from you ;) We will keep going in 
rounds until one person is left and if the winner is not someone who is already 
performing, they can do a 3 song set on the spot.  
 
Cyphers, Breaking and Tagging 
So if you have been to the Neighborhood Theater, there is the bar side and then the 
stage side. On the bar side we will have canvases set up for tagging. Bring spray paint,  
but the low fume kind….if you use other mediums just respect the venue…tag the  
canvas, not the walls.  Cyphers just happen…same with the breaking… doors open at 3 
but the performances are at 5..so if you start a cypher and I hear you and you don’t  
sound like Dr Suess, I may have you perform later. 
 
Ok, that’s it…again, feel free to contact me if you have questions ☺ 


